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Buddha Mold is $42.00 
Finished size is around 7 x  7                
Casting mold is around 8 1/2 x 8 1/2
Weight for the frit: 900 grams
I have fired the Buddha a few ways to give it testing.  First 
few I fired by themselves in my small jewelry kiln and used 
this schedule:
3 segments
300 to 1350 hold 90 min
9999 to anneal  (coe 90 is 900, coe 96 is 960) hold 90 min
100 to 850 hold 30 off

Then I decided to put on thru my larger kiln with a big load 
of texture pieces and fired it to 1420.  Perfect!!  The nice 
thing is in a large kiln it takes up very little room and it can 
pay your electric bill!!
Here is that schedule: 5 segments
250/1100 hold 60
50/1250 hold 60
450 to 1420 hold 10
9999 to anneal as above hold 90
100 to 850 hold 30 off
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You can do it either way.  I really try to have every kiln very 
full so I like it when I can have different processes at the 
same temp work well together. I also put any 2 layer 
prefires in at that temp.    They do not need any more heat 
than 1410-20 but of course all kilns are different. If the 
back side of your Buddha is rough increase the the time 
held by 15 min until you find the sweet spot in your kiln.  
Do not raise the temp on texture molds!

If using powder I suggest mixing it with fine clear using 1 
part powder to 3-4 parts color
This mix or fine frit is what I have been using. Also....the 
part of the mold that I will call the “shelf” which is in front of 
the face.  be sure to have a good amount of frit on it as the 
glass does not flow up!! You can also just fill the face if you 
prefer.

I like to use Mr97 but you can use Primo or kiln wash.  Any 
way you do it I like to take a stiff brush between firings 
(outdoors) and brush the mold 
hard until all the residue is off.  
for MR97 just a quick mist again 
and ready to go.  The others 
reapply and dry.  I have included 
with the mold a couple of funky 
clay pieces which you can use to 
level out your mold when you 



place it in the kiln.

Have fun with the Buddha.  I am displaying it on a small 
inexpensive acrylic clear stand and including the stand in 
the price for the glass customer with the finished glass.

News Flash!!
Now!!!!  And thanks to the experiments with this mold by 
Chris Guercio we now know that it is also possible to just 
slump into it.  she is using a piece of 8 1/2 " x 8 1/2" single 
layer Bullseye and slumping to 1280 for 10 min....when 
she added a Bindi dot she fired it to 1360.


